The Scale1 is a motorized platform with force feedback through a Virtuose 6D. It is the haptic interface with the largest workspace in the world. The Scale1 is entirely customizable to fit your room, screen or dimensions of your CAVE, with up to 4 degrees-of-freedom.

# Virtual Reality
# Industrial Simulation
# Teleoperation

1 TO 4 ACTIVE DEGREES-OF-FREEDOM
- Customizable in size and degrees-of-freedom
- Can support two haptic devices at the same time (left & right)
- Customizable storage position
- Dedicated plug-ins for: Unity3D™, 3DExperience™, Catia™ & Delmia™ V5, Solidworks™, Siemens Tecnomatix™ & Classic Jack™
- Drivers (binary and/or source code) available for: Python™, Worldviz Vizard™, ROS™, CHAI3D™, ODE™, Matlab Simulink™, Nvidia Flex™, ...
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